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From farm to ocean
It all started in 2006, in our
parents’ backyard at an apple
orchard. In a small shed we made
our first surfboards. Shaping
surfboards was not an obvious
choice. To get to the sea we had
to ride our bicycles for an hour
with a surfboard under our arm.
At that time there were no apps
or webcams that made accurate weather forecasts. We often
cycled for two hours for nothing.
But the passion and stoke was
big and we kept trying!

Riders: Evelien Bolle, Georgi Vasilev, Johanna-Catharina Edin, Julien Kerneur, Kasper Boonstra,
Luke McGillewie, Paulino Pereira, Roderick Pijls, Suzanne Kuiper.
Crew: André Dinis, Franck Vader, Jeroen Meere, João Gomes Gago, Jorge Oliveira, Jorrit Buurma,
Ka j Sturing, Koen van Duivenvoorde, Marijke Dijkstra, Miguel Pereira, Milou Verweij, Sandra Vicente,
Wieger Buurma.
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The first boards we made we
mostly used ourselves. Soon
others showed interest, which
encouraged us to do even better.
After a lot of testing and failed
constructions, it was in the year
2014 when we could say with certainty that we had developed a
product and technology that was

completely unique in the surfing
world. Over the years, the shed
has been exchanged for a decent
factory in Rijswijk, the Netherlands.
In 2019 we had grown out of that
too, so we moved to Portugal
to build our current factory. The
Appletree crew has expanded to
the close-knit team of passionate
craftsmen from different nationalities that we are today.
The development of the best
board technology has not stopped.
Because we control our manufacturing process from start to finish,
we believe we can build the best
and strongest boards for different
kinds of surfers, without producing
unnecessary waste. The most
important thing to us is that you
have a board that fits you best, a
board on which you can have one
ultimate session after another.

We know choosing the right
board isn’t always easy. That’s
why we regularly organize demo
days and we are always available
to give you advice.
To make choosing even easier, we
have introduced our online
Kiteboard Finder on the Appletree
website. On top of that we introduced a new serie: the Whiteline. This is an aways-on-stockselection of our best selling
models and sizes. You only have
to choose the size, because we
have already carefully selected
the rest.
Happy riding!
Wieger and Jorrit Buurma,
Appletree co-founders
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Making a product that
lasts as long as possible:
our way of doing business
responsibly

SUSTAINABILITY
We are aware that producing surfboards has an impact on the environment. The production process and
the materials used leave an environmental footprint. We therefore see it as our responsibility to keep
the ecological impact as low as possible. We believe the best way to do this is by making a product that
lasts as long as possible. The longer a surfer enjoys a board, the less impact it has on the environment.
It gives us tremendous encouragement that even our team of pro riders have been riding the same
boards for years, despite heavy use. It proves to us that it is possible to make boards that last a long
time while having as little impact on the environment as possible.

Always looking one step further
Innovation is an important part of the Appletree
DNA. We are constantly looking for new ways
to make boards that not only last, but are also
produced in a way that minimizes environmental
impact. This starts with a clean and safe working
environment for everyone who works at Appletree
Surfboards. But it also means taking a critical look
at the amount and type of materials we use when
making the surfboards. But it doesn’t end there.
We see it as our responsibility to look beyond our
own production process. For example, the remaining foam from the production process is recycled
by the company that provides us the foam. In this
way we expand our corporate responsibility in
various branches and try to close as many ecological circles as possible.

Together we are stronger
A collective can always do more than an individual.
We have therefore joined Sustainable Surf, a
non-profit organization that supports the sustainable production of surfboards. We encourage
everyone in the surfing world, from shaper to
surfer, to treat the environment responsibly.
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TECHNOLOGY
All Appletree boards are produced using
a revolutionary production method that
is completely unique in the surfing world.
This technology is developed in-house
and all boards are produced in our own
production facility in Portugal. This way
we can completely control the boards’
production. From acquiring the finest
raw materials available to attracting the
best craftsmen in the business. We have
taken every step to create an exceptional
product.
50K closed cell foam
The construction of your new board
starts with a foam core of our very own
50K closed cell foam. This foam is formalized exclusively for us and cannot be
found in any other board in the market.
The foam can withstand 50.000 kg per
square meter, while staying very light,
and most of all very flexible. Another plus
of our 50K foam is that it is closed cell,
meaning that the foam will not take in
water. The board will not blow out when
it gets hot. A small crack or ding does
not need immediate repair. Of course a
repair is advised, but you can first finish
your well deserved trip!
We use our own shaping machines that
we built and control ourselves. This way
we can not only shape the foam, but we
can also create channels and extreme
contours, straight from the machine.
After the foam is shaped, we can finish
it in one of three ways: Hex-skin Glass or
Hex-skin Carbon for kiteboards and 100%
carbon fibre for foil boards.
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Kite construction

Hex-skin Glass:
Forgiving, flexible, strong

Hex-skin Glass, strength option White-line

Choose glass for a comfortable ride in waves
and choppy conditions.

Bi-axial fibreglass
Hex-skin flexible honeycomb

Hex-skin Glass
Our Hex-skin Glass construction consists
of a 50K foam core. This foam is made
exclusively for us and is 100% waterproof. The base of the board consists of
three layers wrapped around the core.
An internal structural fibreglass layer, a
hex-skin flexible honeycomb layer and
another structural fibreglass layer that
is placed in a 45 degree orientation. This
to keep the board as flexible as possible
while making a very strong base. How
your board is constructed next depends
on the strength option you choose.

Internal structural fibreglass
Extra sandwich layers can be added or
another type of fibre (glass or carbon)
can be chosen. The different strength
options are explained in detail on the
other page. The board is now placed
under a vacuum and with pressure,
forcing the epoxy resin into the fibres.
This way we use minimal resin and
maximum fibre. Making the board super

50K foam core
U-Flex stringer
Unidirectional carbon
Internal structural fibreglass
Bi-axial fibreglass

strong, yet very light.

Strength options
White-line
This is the standard construction for kite
wave surfing. Meaning true surfing with a
kite. You can do the occasional freestyle
jump, but in general these boards are
made for the waves. The construction
consists of the normal Kite+ construction
pictured on the other page, but without
the internal 3mm honeycomb. Instead
there is an extra biaxial fibreglass layer
under the front foot. The construction
is more than strong enough for everyday use, and you will not ding the board
easily. After some time slight heel dents
may appear, this is considered normal,
and it will not weaken the board.
White-line S glass
This higher quality glass is stronger and
more flexible. Because of this, we can use
less fibreglass and this makes the board
about 15-20% lighter. The White-line S
is for those who want the lightest, most
flexible construction.
Kite+
Suits most riders for wave and freestyle. And is therefore our standard
custom strength construction. Under the

front foot there’s a large patch of 3mm
honeycomb inlaid in the foam core, with
fibreglass underneath. The core is then
wrapped by a layer of structural fibreglass in a 45 degree orientation.
A second thin flexible honeycomb layer
is now layered all over the deck for more
impact resistance. The Kite+ strength
has the perfect balance between weight,
strength and flex.
Kite+ S Glass
The same construction as the Kite+ but
with all the glass in S glass. This higher
quality glass is stronger and more
flexible. Because of this, we can use less
fibreglass and this makes the board
about 15-20% lighter.
Kite++
For the heavy or heavy footed riders. It
features a double sandwich layer under
both the front and back feet. Usually this
option is not necessary, but some riders
put so much pressure on the deck that
this is needed. The kite++ is also recommended if you want to use (optional)
inserts. Riding with inserts puts more
stress on the board. Especially where the
feet are locked in one position.
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Hex-skin Glass, strength option Kite+

Bi-axial fibreglass
Hex-skin flexible honeycomb
Internal structural fibreglass
3 mm Honeycomb sandwich
Internal structural fibreglass
50K foam core
U-Flex stringer
Unidirectional carbon
Internal structural fibreglass
Bi-axial fibreglass

Kite construction

Hex-skin Carbon:
Control, lightweight, precize
Hex-skin Carbon, strength option CF - ultralight

Choose carbon for ultimate performance,
light weight and control for both wave and freestyle.

Bi-axial carbon fibre
Hex-skin Carbon
Hex-skin Carbon is similar in composition to the Hex-skin Glass boards. But
instead of glass we use 100% carbon
fibre, there is no glass hidden underneath the top layer of carbon. Using
carbon makes the board lighter and it
makes it stick to your feet even better.
Because the board is so light, it flows
over the chops a lot better than you
might expect.

Hex-skin flexible honeycomb
Internal structural carbon fibre
50K foam core
U-Flex stringer
Unidirectional carbon
Internal structural carbon fibre
Bi-axial carbon fibre

To give the carbon boards their unique
look the deck is finished with a tinted
resin, that can be customized. Pick your
own colour or mix multiple for a truly
one-of-a kind board.

Strength options

Hex-skin Carbon, strength option CF +

Bi-axial carbon fibre
Hex-skin flexible honeycomb
Internal structural carbon fibre
3 mm Honeycomb sandwich
Internal structural carbon fibre
50K foam core
U-Flex stringer
Unidirectional carbon
Internal structural carbon fibre
Bi-axial carbon fibre

CF- ultralight
The lightest possible kite board. If you
are after the lightest possible kiteboard
construction, this is the way to go! Slight
heel dents may appear over time,
depending on rider’s weight and foot
pressure, but the boards are ultra strong.
Not really recommended for 100% freestyle, but the occasional jump is not a
problem at all.

CF++
The most exclusive and the strongest
construction we offer. Really light, and
really strong. This board will last you a
long time, with timeless looks to match.
You can order this board with inserts as
well, to make it a truly all-round board!

CF+
Our standard custom carbon construction, pictured on the other page. Suits
most riders for wave and freestyle and
offers the right balance between weight,
strength and flex. This board will last you
a very long time. And in carbon fibre it is
light and looks the part too!
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With carbon fibre
we are able to make the board
extremely strong while
remaining really light weight

Foil construction

100% carbon fibre:
Stiff and strong
100% carbon fibre
All our foil boards are produced in our
100% carbon fibre construction. You
want carbon fibre in a foil board for its
stiffness and strength. A stiff board will
give you the best control and response
from the foil. Stiffness will make pumping
the foil much more effective. With carbon
fibre we are able to make the board
extremely strong while remaining really
light weight.
The most stress on a foil board occurs
where the foil connects to the board. So
this is where we put extra care and
attention to make it the strongest connection available. The foil mount is CNC
cut with the board, for the highest precision. We only use Futures oneshot boxes
as they are the strongest in the industry.
The boxes are placed in a panel of ultra
high density PET honeycomb. This PET
honeycomb itself is sandwiched in
carbon. Meaning there is carbon fibre
both inside the board and outside.
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The honeycombs open structure ensures
a solid connection between the inside
and, fusing everything together into a
solid block.
Our lamination technique is completely
unique to Appletree. We use a vacuum
technique developed in-house, where we
layer all the carbon fibre, and reinforcements on the board dry. Then we extract
all the air from the bag and inject the
epoxy resin under pressure. This results
in the tightest lamination possible, with
the best ration between fibre and epoxy.
It also gives 100% connection to the core
so the boards do not delaminate. Extra
patches under the feet prevent heel
denting.
Inserts in our foil range are made from
blocks of high density material. And
can be customized position wise. These
blocks are also fused to the core so they
never pull out.

kite collection

White-Line
Proven boards
For the White-line range we have selected three of our best selling models and sizes.
It is a cross section that will cater to most of the riders in most conditions. From flatwater
freestyle to the biggest waves with 30 knots of wind.
The deck of the White-line boards are lined with the Hex-skin single layer sandwich with
an extra internal patch under the front foot. This construction has proven to be more than
strong enough for almost all riders, especially with a deck pad.

white-line

White-line is the best balance in flex, weight and durability for most riders. You only have
to choose the size, because we have already carefully selected the rest. We strive to have
different sizes of these boards in stock so you can have it underfoot with a big smile on
your face in no time!

APPLEFLAP
NOSELESS
(white-line)

KLOKHOUSE
NOSELESS
(white-line)

MALUS
DOMESTICA
(white-line)

Designed for control in big
waves and strong wind.
Noseless for less weight,
better freestyle features and
easy travel.
p26

Most all round wave kite
board. At home in most
conditions and designed to
be easily thrown around.
p34

Triple concave chop killer,
The perfect cross over for
those who ride freestyle a
lot, but sometimes find a
wave to smash.
p38
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kite collection

Hex-skin Carbon

Hex-skin Glass

custom

APPLINO
Explosive and powerful,
yet stylish and smooth.
Matching the style of
Paulino Pereira.
p22
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Appleflap
A modern approach to a
more traditional wave
kiteboard. Narrow tail with
pinched rails for optimal
control at high speeds
and in bigger surf.
p24

APPLEFLAP
NOSELESS
Designed for control in
big waves and strong
wind. Noseless for less
weight, better freestyle
features and easy travel.
p26

c.o.p.
Easy to control, but
slashy when you want it
to. Good entry level,
great upwind and
remains a favorite when
experienced.
p30

Klokhouse
The ultimate crossover
kite board. The one
board quiver for
everyone who kites as
well as surfs.
p32

Klokhouse
noseless
Most all round wave kite
board. At home in
most conditions and
designed to be easily
thrown around.
p34

LUKE’S LEAF
Freestyle extravaganza.
Small, loose, easy to
rotate and perfect for
those big airs.
p36

MALUS
DOMESTICA
Triple concave chop
killer. The perfect cross
over for those who ride
freestyle a lot, but
sometimes find a wave
to smash.
p38
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APPLINO
skill level
beginner

pro

wave height
ankle

double overhead

freestyle
0%

100%

0%

100%

upwind

Paulino Pereira Pro model
The Applino is designed to match Paulino Pereira’s style of strapless kitesurfing as much as possible. Explosive and powerful, yet stylish and smooth.
Best for kiting in the waves or performing strapless freestyle tricks in flat
water. It’s Paulino’s go-to board in the World-tour contests, a reliable
partner in all conditions.
It’s the ultimate advanced allrounder. The rocker is moderate with a decent
kick in the last foot of the board to improve responsiveness. With a single
concave running into a V in behind the front fins. All there to make the
board loose and snappy while maintaining control.

TECH DETAILS

SPECIAL FEATURES

Available in Hex-skin Carbon and
Hex-skin Glass.
The Applino comes with a thruster
fin set up as standard.

+ Thin, pinched rails for cutting
through chops and retaining
control at high speeds.
+ Deep grab channel to aid in
strapless freestyle tricks.
+ Pulled in with a distinct hip tail at
the front fins, rocker and V in the
bottom makes the board turn on a
dime.

width

thickness

volume

surfer weight

5’3’’

18.5’’

1.9’’

20.6 l

55-75 kg

5’5’’

18.75’’

2’’

22 l

70-85 kg

5’7’’

18.8’’

2.1’’

24 l

>85 kg

Each board can be custom ordered - check all custom options on page 57
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‘When there are serious set waves coming in and

APPLEFLAP

I am getting sweaty and already had three toilet visits,
I always take my Appleflap out for more controlled
bottom turns and a higher topspeed’

skill level

- Roderick Pijls

beginner

pro

wave height
ankle

double overhead

freestyle
0%

100%

0%

100%

upwind

High waves, high wind, high control
The Appleflap is a modern approach to a more traditional wave kiteboard.
A narrow tail with pinched rails for optimal control at high speeds and in
bigger surf. With a decent amount of rocker so the board doesn’t nosedive
when coming down a wave.
This board is all about big waves and big carves. The curve follows the
shape of bigger and more hollow waves, making the board perfect for
those conditions. This board is ordered a lot with foot strap inserts, a
welcome addition in serious conditions. If high wind and big waves is your
playground, then the Appleflap is your perfect partner!

TECH DETAILS

SPECIAL FEATURES

Available in Hex-skin Carbon and
Hex-skin Glass.
The Appleflap comes with a thruster
fin set up as standard.

+ Flattened rocker in the middle
for better upwind capability and
down the line speed.
+ Single to double concave for
control precision surfing.
+ Narrow tail to make the platform
surprisingly easy to land on.

width

thickness

volume

surfer weight

5’8’’

17.75’’

2.15’’

22 l

<70 kg

5’10’’

18.0’’

2.25’’

24 l

70-85 kg

6’0’’

18.3’’

2.35’’

26 l

>85 kg

Each board can be custom ordered - check all custom options on page 57
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APPLEFLAP NOSELESS

skill level
beginner

pro

wave height
ankle

double overhead

freestyle
0%

100%

0%

100%

upwind

Less weight, better freestyle features and easy travel
Designed for control in big waves and strong wind. Less weight, easy travel
and a slightly looser feel make the noseless version of the Appleflap a good
option. The back 2/3 of the board are exactly the same as the normal
Appleflap (p25), including the rocker. We only added a slight flip in the
stubby nose to prevent it from diving.

TECH DETAILS

SPECIAL FEATURES

Available in Hex-skin Carbon and
Hex-skin Glass.

+ Slight flip in the stubby nose to
prevent it from diving.

The Appleflap Noseless comes with
a thruster fin set up as standard.

+ Single to double concave for
control precision surfing.
+ Narrow tail to make the platform
surprisingly easy to land on.

width

thickness

volume

surfer weight

5’1’’

17.7’’

2’’

19.7 l

<70 kg

5’2’’

17.9’’

2.1’’

21 l

70-85 kg

5’3’’

18’’

2.17’’

21.7 l

>85 kg

5’4’’

18.25’’

2.2’’

23.7 l

>85 kg

Each board can be custom ordered - check all custom options on page 57
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C.O.P.
skill level
beginner

pro

wave height
ankle

double overhead

freestyle
0%

100%

0%

100%

upwind

Jumps and lands predictable and is easy to ride upwind
Basically everyone loves the C.O.P.! It has the characteristics that make
a good noseless so nice to ride. It’s easy to get going, stable. Jumps and
lands predictable and it is very easy to ride upwind. In the waves it’s also a
very nice surfboard. With a real surfboard feel. Easy to control, but slashy
when you want it to. This is why we also offer this model as a standard
surfboard to surf without a kite, it’s a really nice all round shape.

TECH DETAILS

SPECIAL FEATURES

This board comes in the Hex-skin
Kite+ construction as standard in
both carbon and glass.
The C.O.P. comes with 5 fin boxes as
standard, giving you the choice of
riding quad or thruster.

+ Parallel outline with generous
surface area in tail make it track
well, and when you kite in a straight
line.
+ Two channels on each rail give a
straighter platform to push against
when sailig upwind.

width

thickness

volume

surfer weight

5’0’’

17.80’’

2.00’’

22 l

<70 kg

5’2’’

18.00’’

2.10’’

24.4 l

70-85 kg

5’4’’

18.35’’

2.25’’

27 l

>85 kg

‘My favourite low-wind and
small-wave fun machine!’
- Jorrit Buurma

Each board can be custom ordered - check all custom options on page 57
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KLOKHOUSE
skill level
beginner

pro

wave height
ankle

double overhead

freestyle
0%

100%

0%

100%

upwind

The one board quiver for everyone who kites as well as surfs
It’s like kitesurfing on your everyday surfboard. It has the same flex, weight
and feel that everyone loves when surfing. Now available in a board that
can cope with the abuse that kitesurfing brings to a board.
This is the ultimate crossover kiteboard. The one board quiver for everyone who kites as well as surfs. Or for the kiter that focusses on wave riding.
Where the kite is used mainly to get into the wave and the board needs to
surf like a normal surfboard.

TECH DETAILS

SPECIAL FEATURES

The Klokhouse comes in the Hexskin Kite+ construction as standard.
Or you can go for a lighter and
more flexible construction in S glass.

+ Added width in the middle makes
it friendly for average surfers.

The Klokhouse comes with a
thruster fin set up as standard.

+ Rocker flattened out in tail makes
board plane earlier and helps upwind performance.
+ Thin squash tail for optimal feel
with the water.
+ Bottom features a single concave
throughout, which gives enormous
drive and control.

width

thickness

volume

surfer weight

5’6’’

18.50’’

2.10’’

23 l

<65 kg

5’8’’

18.75’’

2.20’’

24.5 l

65-75 kg

5’10’’

19.00’’

2.25’’

26 l

75-90 kg

6’0’’

19.25’’

2.30’’

28 l

>90 kg

Each board can be custom ordered - check all custom options on page 57
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‘I like this board because it has good drive in

KLOKHOUSE
NOSELESS

a compact package. The board makes it easy to
throw the fins out or do strapless airs.’
- Georgi Vasilev a.k.a Gofko

skill level
beginner

pro

wave height
ankle

double overhead

freestyle
0%

100%

0%

100%

upwind

The most all round wave kite board
By removing the nose of the board, it becomes easier to throw around as
there is less swing weight. Secondly, traveling is made easier as the boards
will fit in most kite bags. The overall performance of the board is almost
identical to the normal Klokhouse performance surfboard.
It’s like kitesurfing on your everyday surfboard. It has the same flex, weight
and feel that everyone loves when surfing. Now available in a board that
can cope with the board abuse that kitesurfing brings. Especially in the
carbon version, the weight will be even less than a normal PU-poly board.

TECH DETAILS

SPECIAL FEATURES

The Klokhouse Noseless comes in
the Hex-skin Kite + construction as
standard. An even stronger version
can also be ordered, but that is only
recommended for heavy footed
riders.
This board comes with a thruster
fin set up as standard.

+ Added width in the middle makes
it friendly for average surfers.
+ Rocker flattened out in tail makes
the board plane earlier and helps
upwind performance.
+ Balanced single concave gives
maximum drive.
+ Deep grab channel to aid in strapless freestyle tricks.

width

thickness

volume

surfer weight

5’0’’

18.00’’

2.05’’

20.5 l

<70 kg

5’2’’

18.50’’

2.15’’

22.5 l

<70 kg

5’3’’

18.75’’

2.20’’

23.8 l

70-85 kg

5’4’’

19.00’’

2.25’’

25 l

>85 kg

Each board can be custom ordered - check all custom options on page 57
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‘This board is perfect for me.

LUKE’S LEAF

It’s just like the perfect wine:
well rounded and light on the nose!’
- Luke McGillewie

skill level
beginner

pro

wave height
ankle

double overhead

freestyle
0%

100%

0%

100%

upwind

Luke McGillewie no-nonsense freestyle killer
Luke designed this model to suit most of his riding freestyle and in waves.
Around his home in Cape Town and during his travels around the world. It is
a no-nonsense design, just a perfectly tuned combination of outline, rocker
and bottom contour. The board feels very reliable under feet and the almost
identical outline of the tail and nose makes landing reverse very easy.
Speaking of the nose, this is thinned out and hides quite a bit of bottom
rocker to prevent the board from diving. Overall the board is small, and
therefore lighter than most other boards of similar volume, which is perfect
for those big airs.

TECH DETAILS

SPECIAL FEATURES

This board comes in the Hex-skin
Kite+ construction as standard. An
even stronger version can also be
ordered, but that is only recommended for heavy footed riders.
Luke’s Leaf comes with a thruster
fin set up as standard.

+ The thicker middle section and
the lack of channels or grab rails
give the board more strength.
+ The small template makes the
board pretty light weight. Advanced
riders will love the response and
pop it provides.

width

thickness

volume

surfer weight

4’9’’

17.10’’

2.00’’

19 l

<70 kg

4’11’’

17.66’’

2.10’’

21 l

70-85 kg

5’1’’

18.00’’

2.20’’

23 l

>85 kg

Each board can be custom ordered - check all custom options on page 57
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MALUS DOMESTICA

skill level
beginner

pro

wave height
ankle

double overhead

freestyle
0%

100%

0%

100%

upwind

Triple concave chop killer
The Malus Domestica is the product of a long search for the perfect
crossover for those who ride freestyle a lot, but sometimes find a wave to
smash. The wider tail template and parallel rails make it very easy to ride.
With a lot of direct response and it goes upwind like no other. The wider
platform is stable to stick the hardest tricks and landings. The bottom
features a unique triple concave, this makes the board very stable upwind
and through chop and it prevents the board from sliding out landing
sideways.

TECH DETAILS

SPECIAL FEATURES

This board comes in the Hex-skin
Kite+ construction as standard in
both carbon and glass.
The Malus Domestica comes with
5 fin boxes as standard, giving you
the choice of riding quad or
thruster.

‘This board cuts too easy through the chop
and holds its grip easily. Though, it is light and

+ Deep concaves on the rail to give
great stability when riding upwind.
+ Thinner effective rail for easily
getting through chops.
+ Concaves cut the rocker in the
middle of the botom to bake the
board fast and early planning.

width

thickness

volume

surfer weight

playful in many conditions.’

5’0’’

17.33’’

1.8’’

19 l

<65 kg

- Roderick Pijls

5’1’’

17.66’’

1.9’’

20 l

65-80 kg

5’2’’

18.00’’

2.0’’

22 l

70-95 kg

5’3’’

18.50’’

2.2.’’

25 l

>90 kg

Each board can be custom ordered - check all custom options on page 57
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foil collection

custom
Whether you’re kite foiling, surf foiling, or wing foiling, a light and
stiff board will give you the ultimate control over the foil. Our
experience in building the strongest kite boards in the market,
now available for foiling!
Our entire range of foil boards is made almost exclusively from
carbon fibre. Carbon is just the perfect material for foil boards,
both for surf foiling and for kite foiling. The carbon is really stiff,
so you feel the foil much better under your feet and it’s much
easier to control.

Klokhouse noseless
Foil convertible

air foil

appleslice surf

appleslice wing

mini foil kite

pro foil surf

For kite racing and free-ride

The first proper convertible, that
actually works as a normal board
as well.

racing. Ultra stiff, light and strong.

For maximum performance and
controlled rides. A really compact
design, that you can surf quite
small.
p48

Light, responsive, compact, fast.
A shape that works for most riders
in most conditions. From easy
cruising to crazy airs.
p50

For cruising around and having the
most fun on light wind days.
p52

Maximum fun on the smallest days.
Perfect if you’re looking for the
next step in performance.
p54

p44
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KLOKHOUSE NOSELESS
FOIL CONVERTIBLE
The first proper convertible
When doing a foil convertible, you
need a board without too much
rocker, otherwise the foil angle will
be too high. Also the board needs
a fairly flat bottom, otherwise the
foil will not fit. The only board in
the Appletree range to meet these
characteristics is the Klokhouse
Noseless. Luckily this is also the
board that has the widest range,
from small waves and strapless to
big surf. So the Klokhouse Noseless
convertible is the best all in one
package!
The foil box is locked in the board
in the same way that we do it on
our normal foil only boards. This is
by far the strongest foil construction. The foil boxes never break or
fail.

TECH DETAILS
This board comes with inserts for
foot straps as standard, which is
nice for foiling with speed and first
time foilers.
The added weight of the foil box
is about 400 grams. It makes the
tail a bit stiffer, but this is not very
noticeable when riding.

5’2’’

SPECIAL FEATURES
+ Added width in the middle makes
it friendly for average surfers.
+ Rocker flattened out in tail
makes board plane earlier and
helps upwind performance.
+ Balanced single concave
gives maximum drive.

width

thickness

volume

weight glass

weight carbon

18.50’’

2.15’’

22.5 l

3.3 kg

3.0 kg

The actual weight will differ slightly per board and can be about 5% less or more.
Each board can be custom ordered - check all custom options on page 57
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AIR FOIL
Appletree Intelligent Race
Appletree Intelligent Race, or AIR-foil
for short. It’s Appletree’s formula
kite race and free-ride race platform. Ultra stiff, light and strong. For
the most control over the foil.
Featuring our ocean splitting bottom hull. Which transforms from a
4 segment in the nose to a more
traditional 3 segment. This design
really helps the board release after
a touchdown. It’s perfect for riding
in tricky conditions and small waves,
as well as in flatter waters.
It comes as a stock free-ride
version, with twin tracks and extra
durability. Ready to get some AIR
with, because the board is made
extra strong to take the stress of
landing with a foil.

TECH DETAILS
From ultra light, for maximum
performance, up to ultra strong, for
heavier riders and travel.
The AIR-foil is also available as a
custom race version. With your
choice of tracks or tuttle foil connection. And insert positions exactly
where you want them. Even the
carbon lay-up can be chosen.

+ Ocean splitting bottom hull to help
release after a touchdown.
+ Extra strong to take the stress of
landing with a foil.
+ Slightly concaved deck to lock
you in position.

size

width		

130 cm

39.5 cm

Each board can be custom ordered check all custom options on page 57
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SPECIAL FEATURES

new in the foil range:
the Appleslice
Available in two size ranges:
from prone surf to dedicated
Wing/SUP models.

APPLESLICE
SURF
A compact design for
controlled rides
The Appleslice Surf features a
unique concave deck that gives
a really secure “locked in” feeling
when paddling. When standing up,
the feet are equally locked in for a
really controlled ride. It also makes
the deck lower and closer to the foil
for a more direct feeling.
On the bottom you will find our 4 to
3 stage bevel design that we also
have on our kite race model. Which
can only mean one thing: it’s fast!
It has taken inspiration from our
Pro-foil design, with the boat hull
that splits the water and helps with
release. But with a flatter 3 stage
bevel middle section, to help with
early planing and easy takeoff.
The Appleslice Surf is a really compact design, that you can surf quite
small. There are quite some liters
packed into the small outline. When
picking a size, look at the volume
more than the length as you can
probably get away with a smaller
size then you might think.

TECH DETAILS

SPECIAL FEATURES

The Futures US boxes are positioned
in the most common configuration
at 90mm to accept most foils in the
market.

+ A 4 to 3 stage bevel design on the
bottom, to help with early planing
and easy takeoff.
+ Concave deck design gives a
really secure “locked in” feeling
when paddling and a controlled ride.
+ Matte finish in white with the
carbon shining through. Other
colours are available on request.
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width

thickness

volume

4’2’’

18.2’’

2.99

33.1 l

4’4’’

53.06’’

3.0

35 l

4’6’’

56.59’’

3.01

37.5 l

4’8’’

60.23’’

3.02

39.9 l

4’10’’

63.99’’

3.03

42.5 l

5’0’’

67.85’’

3.04

44.6 l

Each board can be custom ordered - check all custom
options on page 57

APPLESLICE
WING
Performance Wing foil epicness
The shape of the Appleslice Wing
is compact and fairly thick, to get
as many liters as possible into the
shape. This compact outline and
short length is really important for
wing foiling. Imagine a big board
balancing on a small foil mast. This
is a huge swing weight, that slows
all movement down and makes
quick turns impossible. For learning
this can be an advantage as it is
more stable, but the learning curve
in wing foiling is pretty quick, so you
will not enjoy a big shape for long.
The bottom of the Appleslice Wing
features a 4 way “boat hull” in the
front, this splits the water and makes
it possible to accelerate quickly.
The middle part has a 3 stage with
a flatter part in the middle. This
provides a quick planing surface,
but it is small enough that it will not
stick to the water’s surface when
releasing and rising on the foil.
Behind the foil box, there is an
aggressive kick that further helps
with release from the water.
The deck is concave, to lock your
knees in when you get going. It
also gives a real secure platform to
stand on. The board is more than
strong enough to do crazy airs and
jumps. Which makes wing surfing
so fun!

width

thickness

volume

4’5’’

22.0’

2.68

35 l

4’7’’

22.9’’

3.44

50 l

4’9’’

23.8’’

4.17

70 l

5’2’’

24.7’’

4.52

90 l

5’7’’

25,6’’

4.74

110 l

Each board can be custom ordered - check all custom
options on page 57

TECH DETAILS
The Futures US boxes are positioned
in the most common configuration
at 90mm to accept most foils in the
market.
The Appleslice Wing has inserts for
foot straps as standard and comes
with a comfy 3mm EVA traction on
the whole deck.

SPECIAL FEATURES
+ The concave deck gives a real
secure platform to stand on.
+ Matte finish in white with the
carbon shining through. Other
colours are available on request.
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MINI FOIL KITE
Cruising around
The Mini Foil is a small and ultra
light foil board. For cruising around
and having the most fun on light
wind days. This board is super light
and stiff, to give the best response.
You can really feel the foils every
move and control accordingly.
Our experience in building the
lightest and strongest carbon
kiteboards has now led to us also
building the lightest and strongest
foil board possible. In the standard
configuration the 4’2 board is only
2.2 kg’s. But the smaller ones are
even lighter. And all of this in a
matte black stealth carbon finish as
standard.

TECH DETAILS

SPECIAL FEATURES

The mini foil is available as an ultra
light version without inserts and as
a slightly heavier version with foot
strap inserts in a straight line and in
a Y configuration.

+ Two Futures US box tracks are
positioned 90 mm apart to accept
most foils in the market.
+ Tracks are solidly mounted in a
plate of extremely hard PET honeycomb with internal carbon to add
even more strength.

width

thickness

volume

board weight

3’2’’

17.8’’

1.52’’

13 l

1.6 kg

3’6’’

18’’

1.62’’

16 l

1.8 kg

3’10’’

18.2’’

1.72’’

18 l

2.0 kg

4’2’’

18.4’’

1.82’’

21 l

2.2 kg

4’6’’

18.6’’

1.92’’

24 l

2.4 kg

Weight of the lite version without inserts. The actual weight will differ slightly per
board and can be about 5% less or more.
Each board can be custom ordered - check all custom options on page 57
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PRO FOIL SURF
The most advanced foil board
out there
The Pro-Foil is the result of a long
research in foil board design. We
opted for a boat hull bottom on the
Pro-Foil and that is for a reason!
When surf foiling you want the most
efficient paddle, that is the only
thing that’s really important. The
faster and more efficient you can
paddle, the earlier you can catch a
wave. It is the most effective and
stable bottom shape and it keeps
you in a straight line.
Then when you catch the wave and
the foil starts to lift, you want the
board to release. A lot of modern
foil boards have deep double concaves, but these do the exact opposite! Concaves make a board stick
to the water as the water flow is not
guided to release. A boat hull naturally guides the water to a central
point and releases much better. Also
when you hit an upcoming section
during the ride.

TECH DETAILS

SPECIAL FEATURES

This board can be ordered with inserts for footstraps, in both the goofy
and the regular position.

+ Boat hull bottom for fast and
efficient paddle to catch waves early
and keep you in a straight line.

Available in V-range (volume) for
intermediate to advanced surfers, or

+ Matte finish, in the colour of your
choice.

S-range (slim) for the true foil pro.

V-RANGE

S-RANGE

width

thickness

volume

width

thickness

volume

4’2’’

19.6’’

3.3’’

34.5 l

19.2’’

2.3’

23.7 l

4’4’’

19.7’’

3.3’’

36.1 l

19.3’’

2.3’’

24.9 l

4’6’’

19.8’’

3.3’’

37.7 l

19.4’’

2.3’’

26.1 l

4’8’’

19.9’’

3.3’’

39.5 l

19.5’’

2.3’’

27.4 l

4’10’’

20’’

3.3’’

41.1 l

19.6’’

2.3’’

28.7 l

5’0’’

20.1’’

3.3’’

42.7 l

19.7’’

2.3’’

30 l

Each board can be custom ordered - check all custom options on page 57
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Everyone is different

custom options

1
Go to website
www.appletreesurfboards.com

The website will guide you in choosing the right options. Use our online
Kiteboard Finder for personal advice based on your weight, style and
experience. Are you not completely sure or would you like to have more
detailed advice? Feel free to just give us a call, or send a message:
+316-28452416, info@appletreesurfboards.com.

Directly choose your favourites in
the shop or do the Kiteboard Finder.

MODEL + SIZE

2
Choose your model,
size and decide other
custom options

3
Your board will be
deliverd in about 6
weeks
This differs through the season.
We will gladly inform you about
current production time.

Choose your favourite model from
the stock sizes. Of course everyone
is different so we can make boards
in custom dimensions as well.

CONSTRUCTION
The standard Kite+ construction
will suit most riders, but you can
go for a lighter and more flexible
construction in S glass or even a
more durable construction with
the Kite++ option. For the ultimate
ride, you may even consider a full
carbon construction.

REINFORCEMENT

inserts/foil boxes

All boards come in kite strength+ as
standard. Order your board lighter
or stronger to match your needs
and preference. The kite-lite is not
recommended for riders over 80kg.

We can add inserts for foot straps
on all boards! Just send us your required stance and we will place the
inserts in the perfect position. The
same applies for foil boxes.

COLOuR

FINS/pads

The standard colour is white. All
colour is added to the epoxy resin.
The colour is transparent so you
can see right inside the board! Each
board is custom mixed, so no board
is the same. Slight colour differences are normal. In carbon boards
the colours are added to the deck
filler layer. The carbon base is
black, so the colour will come out
darker.

You can order either Futures or
FCS-2 fin boxes in your board in
either a 3 or 5 fin box setup. We’ll
make the board to your exact preferences. We can also recommend
the perfect set of fins to match your
board and your riding conditions.
If you like, we can ship your board
with deck pads already installed, so
your board will arrive ready to ride.

WWW.APPLETREESURFBOARDS.COM
INFO@APPLETREESURFBOARDS.COM
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Custom build surf, foil and kiteboards
that last forever. Strong, light and
incredibly well designed.
Without producing unnecessary waste.
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www.appletreesurfboards.com

